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ESG rate Grade controversy risk Global rank Industry rank

57 Top 17% Bd- 2279 (+721) 95 (+21)
A to D: position in ESG rating Ranking in full universe of 13735 Ranking in industry

ESG rate 0-100 a to d: controversy intensity companies (change from last month)
Percentile rank in full universe +/-: risk mitigation (controversy & greenwashing) (change from last month) Companies in industry: 270

Tesla Inc registers a fair ESG performance with a grade of B translating into an ESG rate of 57 (top 17% in full universe). The 'd'
translates a very high controversy intensity at 92. As the controversy score is above the ESG rate, and as the greenwashing risk indicator
is high, the risk is not mitigated ("-").

Rate 0-100 Disclosure Reputation Greenwashing

ESG 57 66 47

Environment 70 61 79 Low

Social 46 64 27 High

Governance 55 74 35 Low

Controversy 92 The controversy score reflects the intensity 
of current controversies

The ESG rate integrates data publicly reported and communicated by companies (disclosure), and narrative content reflecting the
perceptions of stakeholders such as the media and NGOs (reputation). The heatmap above shows how the company performs in the
Environment, Social and Governance categories. The greenwashing risk indicator is obtained by comparing forward-looking and
backward-looking news sentiment. On page 2, similar charts are presented for the 11 dimensions distributed in the E, S, and G
categories. The final ESG rate is derived from the average of the rates measured for each dimension. The scatter below represents the
full universe (light blue) as well as industry peers (dark blue). It compares the company with the industry leader and laggard.

Company in universe Sensitive activities

Activities Revenue > 5%

GMO products

Nuclear

Nuclear Production

Alcohol

Tobacco

Armaments

Cluster Bombs

Landmines

Gambling

Pornography

Contraceptives

Abortifacients

Embryonic Stem Cell Research

Animal Testing

If the company generates revenues from a sensitive activity, the

latter is bolded in black with an X. A second X signifies that the

activity represents more than 5% of total revenues.
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Environment (E) Social (S) Governance (G)

To produce the SDG mapping below, the ESG data has been filtered and recoded with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) ; the
5 SDGs with the largest volume of reputation data are displayed with larger bubbles and labels. The bar chart shows the major positive
(green) and negative (red) topics and keywords found in the news last month.

SDG mapping In the news


